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1.0
Introduction



The Downwell Group, incorporating Downwell 
Demolition, Inner City Scaffolding & Inner City 
Environmental, provides Demolition, Decommissioning, 
Civil Engineering, Asbestos Removal, Scaffold Services, 
Enabling Works and Land Remediation within all sectors. 
Trading since 2003 and based in West Thurrock, our 
ethos is to promote collaborative working with our 
clients to develop smart, value engineered solutions, 
providing real efficiencies across a wide and varied 
customer base.
We are socially aware contractor, are environmentally 
conscious, and seek to ensure that our activities deliver 
a positive impact on local communities i.e foodbank 
involvement and school visits, are sustainable, and 
offer environmental benefit through robust re-use and 
recycling procedures.

Introduction
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2.0
Brand capabilities



 – Demolition, Civil 
Engineering & 
Enabling works

 – Decommissioning
 – Strip out
 – Cut & Carve
 – Structural 

alterations
 – Cladding Removal
 – Basement enabling

 – Land remediation
 – Materials sampling 

analysis and 
classification

 – Excavation & 
haulage

 – Asbestos removal 
& encapsulation

 – Asbestos surveying
 – Environmental 

cleaning
 – Lead paint removal
 – Environmental 

monitoring

 – Licensed 
scaffolding for work  
with asbestos

 – Roof protection
 – Lateral restraint
 – Facade retention 

and propping
 – Loading platforms
 – Footbridges and 

ramps
 – Dust protection 

screens
 – Formwork support
 – Crash decks

Brand capabilities
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3.0
Brand Organisation Chart



Brand Organisation Chart Group Chairman

Matt Phillips

Group Managing Director

Andy McClafferty

Managing Director - Inner 
City Environmental

Nick Greenfield

Managing Director - Inner 
City Scaffold

Sean Phillips

Group Business 
Development Director

Mark Roberts

Managing Director - 
Downwell Demolition

Andy McClafferty

Group Commercial Director

Sarah Clark

SHEQ Project Delivery FinanceTemporary Works & 
Specialist SupportPre-Construction

Senior Management Team

Operational delivery and support functions
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4.0
Commercial



Financial Year (upto 31.10) Turnover

2021/2022 £18,000,000 (projected)

2020/2021 £15,333,763

2019/2020 £11,910,565

2018/2019 £17,180,769

Revenue Details
Minimum value sought  

Commercial 'sweet spot' 
Commercial aspiration

£100,000 
£3,000,000 - £3,500,000 

£30,000,000 Group Turnover by 2024/25

Commercial
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5.0
Sustainability



We robustly support the need to be a responsible 
contractor and we endeavour to reduce our environmental 
footprint by driving initiatives that include:- 

 – Electric Vehicles
 – ULEZ/NRMM Compliant Plant
 – FORS Gold
 – Concrete – On site crushing for re-use (piling mats etc)
 – UPVC – 100% recycling on Gascoigne Estate
 – Packaging – Supplier collection for re-use
 – FSC compliant Hoardings and Scaffold Boards

Sustainability
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6.0
Previous experience



Value

£2,800,000  

Duration

40 Weeks 

Services

 – Demolition 
 – Asbestos Removal  
 – Land Remediation
 – Civils/Enabling

Ailsa Wharf, Bow 
Details

Engaged  to clear all aboveground structures and 
carry out the removal of Japanese Knotweed from  this 
former industrial site; the client subsequently procured 
our services to undertake soil remediation across the 
site, and to deliver extensive Civils/Enabling works. 

Challenges

Working in close proximity to the Thames required 
extensive liaison with the Port of London Authority 
and the Environment Agency to ensure no run-off of 
materials into the river.
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Value

£1,300,000  

Duration

36 Weeks 

Services

 – Demolition 
 – Asbestos Removal 
 – Scaffold 
 – Façade Retention

Queen Elizabeth Hospital Hackney  
Details

Acting as Principal Contractor we undertook 
the demolition of this redundant Hospital facility, 
ensuring that we were compliant with the health 
Trust’s requirement to maintain the highest levels of 
sustainability and local inclusion. 

Challenges

Working within a live Health Sector estate, and as such 
ensuring that our works, and those of our delivery 
partners did not negatively affect its day to day 
working.
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Value

£1,200,000  

Duration

38 Weeks 

Services

 – Scaffold 
 – Asbestos Removal 
 – Demolition 

Allen Court, Ealing  
Details

The demolition of an LPS system built residential block 
through the use of a  Crawler Crane to remove the pre-
formed panels, one by one. As the works progressed, 
and in compliance with the Temporary Works Plan, the 
external and internal walls were propped on each floor 
to maintain  stability. 

Challenges

Works were immediately adjacent to Network 
Rail infrastructure, and as such required extensive 
preconstruction liaison to ensure that all stakeholders 
agreed with the Plan of Work, and that any 
permissioning requirements were understood by all.
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Value

 £1,100,000  

Duration

30 Weeks 

Services

 – Scaffold 
 – Demolition 
 – Enabling Works 

Times House, Wapping. 
Details

The demolition of this 5-storey building commenced 
with the installation of a Scaffold/Monoflex enclosure  
ahead of a programme of full deconstruction using the 
topdown method.  

Challenges

The site was located within an area with significant 
heritage requirements, and as such required extensive 
temporary works to be installed inclusive of a the 
construction of a pedestrian tunnel, and the protection 
of adjacent cobbled streets.
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Value

£1,200,000  

Duration

28 Weeks 

Services

 – Scaffolding 
 – Asbestos Removal 
 – Strip-Out 
 – Demolition

Union House, Tunbridge Wells 
Details

Union House was a town centre office block, and included 
a Podium level housing retail units and a split-level 
parking facility. The project commenced with strip-out 
and asbestos removal works, along with the installation 
of steel propping to a retaining wall, before moving onto 
demolition carried out using both standard and high reach 
equipment. We are proud to say that on this project we 
achieved a standard of performance in excess of the 
compliance level of our Considerate Constructors Audit. 

Challenges

A live sub-station within required extensive preconstruction 
liaison with UKPN to agree a methodology of works that 
maintained/protected their asset. 
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Value

£1,700,000 

Duration

16 Weeks 

Services

 – Asbestos Removal 
 – Scaffold 
 – Façade Retention 
 – Demolition

Rich Industrial Estate, Bermondsey 
Details

The demolition of a large Industrial Estate using high 
reach and convention all demolition methods in a 
locality bounded by a mix of residential properties and 
commercial offices.  

Challenges

Managing the local communities concerns with regard 
to both noise and dust through preconstruction 
liaison, and ongoing monitoring to ensure that control 
measures are effective.
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Value

£900,000 

Duration

14 Weeks 

Services

 – Asbestos Removal
 – Scaffold 
 – Strip-Out 
 – Demolition

Carlton House, Putney  
Details

Top-Down method of deconstruction of 6 storey office 
block, including the encapsulation of the building 
with Scaffold/monoflex, and using a Crane to lift mini 
excavators to roof level to demolish on a floor by floor 
basis. As the works progressed the main Lift Shaft was 
adopted as a chute to remove demolition debris. 

Challenges

Busy town centre site in close proximity to 
neighbouring properties, leading to extensive 
preconstruction liaison with all associated stakeholders.
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Value

£1,000,000 

Duration

16 Weeks 

Services

 – Asbestos Removal 
 – HazMat Removal 
 – Demolition 

Heathside and Lethbridge  
Details

The demolition of six low, and medium rise blocks of 
flats, making up the closing phase of a neighbourhood 
wide redevelopment scheme. An element of this 
contract was the engagement with the residents at the 
pre-commencement phase, in process meetings as the 
works progressed, community sponsorship initiatives, 
and partnering with the Social Housing provider to 
employ and purchase locally. 

Challenges

A large UKPN power cable ran under the site which 
had to be physically protected, with an exclusion zone 
set up for plant movements.
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7.0
Our customers & 
accreditations



Our customers Our Accreditations
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8.0
Why Downwell



 – Experience management team
 – Proven Delivery Method
 – City-Centre provider
 – ULEZ compliant fleet
 – Complimentary services for a 'clustered' delivery offering
 – Social value champion
 – Collaborative partner

Why Downwell
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Contact us

The Downwell Group 
Newcastle House 
Oliver Close 
West Thurrock 
Essex 
RM20 3EE 

01708 932300
info@downwell.co.uk 
www.downwell.co.uk


